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FOCUS ON BIOMASS TRENDS
POLICY

ASSOCIATION OBJECTIVES

The alliance of Ontario First
Nations and Non-First Nations
asks A me r ica n acti v ist
group to end the harmful
rhetoric and join in support
of evidence-based policy
development.
“Why is NRDC, an American
activist group, lobbying our provincial
government and attempting to frustrate
consultation and accommodation with
First Nations communities and impacted
municipalities?” said Wendy Landry,
president of NOMA and Mayor of
Shuniah. She continued, “NRDC does
not speak for us or the harmonious
relationship we have with our natural
resources. We are respectfully asking that
they stop these one-sided and misinformed
attacks that end up harming our natural
resources and join us in support of the
positive announcement from the MNRF.”
Natural Resources Defense Council’s
(NRDC) downtown Manhattan office is
2100 kilometers (1300 miles) from Red
Rock Indian Band on the northern shore
of Lake Superior in Ontario, Canada. Red
Rock is a First Nations community who
are proud of their many accomplishments,
with record low unemployment and many
residents taking prominent and powerful
positions within local government and
the private sector. This is a community
that has taken impressive steps towards
achieving environmental, social, and
economic self-sustainability.
Continued on page 11
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‘NRDC
OFIA AGM celebrates 75 years
does not
speak
for us’

Richard Hudon, CLA Grading; Barbara Mossop, Environmental Affairs and Energy Technical Advisor; Jamie Lim, President
& CEO; Lauren McBride, Director of Communications; Ian Dunn, Director of Forest Policy
The Ontario Forest Industries Association (OFIA) held its
75th annual AGM in Toronto at the One King West Hotel.
Speaking to over 250 attendees, OFIA president and CEO,
Jamie Lim made reference to a report that was published in the
Globe and Mail about the formation of the OFIA back in 1943.
The Globe and Mail announced, “the formation of the
Ontario Forest Industries Association by a widely representative
group of lumber, pulp and paper and associated industries,
with the objective of securing better utilization of the great
forest resources of Ontario.” The article went on to report
“The anticipated demand on the forests of Ontario for an
unprecedented variety of products now being developed can
be met only by the co-operative intelligence of all industries
dependent on the forests. And the basic objectives of the new
association will be the protection and development of these
industries by close co-operation with the Government, and by
active, measures to maintain and conserve the forests of Ontario.”
“That was 75 years ago,” said Lim. “As a foundational
economic pillar of our nation and our province, 75 years has not
changed our sector’s objective to responsibly use a renewable
resource to create good paying jobs, support families and
communities and grow our province’s economy.”
Lim pointed out to attendees that the OFIA recently made
a presentation to the Standing Committee on Finance and
Economic Affairs, and asked Government to:
• Develop a Provincial Strategy that Makes Ontario’s
Forest Sector Stronger aimed to achieve better conditions for
increasing the benefits derived from forestry

• Establish policy that supports current operations and
provides consistent reliable and affordable access to wood
• Make certain that policy supports full time employment in
a renewable sector and does not create precarious employment
• Ensure socio-economic impact analysis is used to
develop responsible evidence -based policy and is shared
with affected stakeholders
• And finally, to recognize that the continued sustainable
harvesting of Ontario’s forests provides a positive contribution
to Ontario’s climate change strategy and economy
“We harvest so little – less than half a percent of our forests
– but the benefits are so great with 57,000 people directly
employed – and we can do more!”
“Seriously, if we want to grow our middle class – grow good
paying jobs in regions of our great province that face huge
obstacles when it comes to economic development, we are
the solution to responsibly expand the use of our provinces’
renewable resource,” said Lim.
Lim outlined three events in 2017 that demonstrate the core
values of the OFIA -- accountability, inclusivity, perseverance,
and integrity.

The GTA Habitat for Humanity project:

“We believe in giving back and supporting the communities
that support us. The team at OFIA feels so privileged to work
for and with a sector that walks the talk. Celebrating Canada’s
150th Anniversary by building 15 homes with Ontario wood
was simply the best 2 days ever.”
Continued on page 9

FPAC supports private
member’s Bill C-354

IN THE NEWS
Husqvarna announces
first Canadian H-Team member
- Darren Dean of
West Coast Lumberjacks

Husqvarna Canada has announced that Darren Dean,
professional forester and owner of the West Coast
Lumberjacks, is the first official Canadian member
of the H Team – Husqvarna’s international team of
professional ambassadors. Born in rural Nova Scotia,
Darren is part forester, part lumberjack extraordinaire
and knows his way around his Husqvarna chainsaws.

2015 John Deere 853M | Thunder Bay

Forest Products Association of Canada CEO Derek
Nighbor addressed the Standing Committee on Natural
Resources in support of South Okanagan–West Kootenay
MP Richard Cannings’ private members Bill C-354 that
would require the federal government to make wood the
building material of choice for government projects.
“In passing this bill, the government will send a clear
signal that governments around the world have already
recognized -- that wood is a safe, durable and highperforming material that fares well against competing
materials in building construction,” said Nighbor, adding
that the Bill will also help government achieve its’
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets committed
under the Paris Climate Agreement. “If Canada wants
to make real headway in reducing GHGs, a procurement
strategy focused on reducing the carbon footprint of
construction materials represents a real opportunity.”
The proposed Bill would require that in the awarding
of certain contracts for the construction, maintenance
or repair of public works, federal property or federal
immovables, the Minister shall give preference to
projects that promote the use of wood, taking into account
the associated costs and reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions. It passed Second Reading in the House of
Commons by a vote of 217-75.
Nighbor thanked MP Cannings for his leadership in
bringing Bill C-354 forward, adding its passage would
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position Canada well against other countries who have
already adopted similar practices.
“We have already seen countries like Germany, The
Netherlands, and Switzerland make moves to advance
green building procurement, so there are many examples
and ideas to draw from,” said Nighbor.

CFAB Annual Report
& Accredited Forestry
Programs

The Canadian Forestry Accreditation Board
(CFAB) is responsible for the assessment of
Canadian university forestry degree programs
for the purpose of meeting the academic
requirements for professional certification
(registration/licensure) and entrance into
professional practice. Its role is to implement
a national accreditation process mandated by
its member agencies, the eight professional
forester/forest engineer associations of Canada
and the Canadian Institute of Forestry. For more
information on the CFAB go to www.cfab.ca.
The Board’s 2017 Annual Report and a listing
of CFAB-accredited forestry programs may be
found at www.cfab.ca/English/PDF/Reports.
pdf or www.cfab.ca/French/PDF/ReportsF.pdf.
Continued on page 4
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Sell at our upcoming auctions in Toronto & Thunder Bay
Nothing attracts a bigger crowd of buyers than a Ritchie Bros. auction.
Our auctions attract motivated buyers from around the world. Last year, we welcomed to Ontario buyers
from across Canada, 37 US states, Mexico and more than 30 other countries.

Upcoming Ontario auctions
Toronto | May 8–9 (Tue–Wed)
Thunder Bay | June 8 (Fri)

Contact us to sell 1.800.357.0659 and enjoy hassle-free service, certainty of sale and better returns.

Find auctions and equipment at
www.workingforest.com
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FPInnovations and
Resolute Forest Products
to produce bio-chemicals
derived from wood

Box 138 Stn Main
North Bay, ON • P1B 8G8
1-877-869-0588
www.workingforest.com

FPInnovations and Resolute Forest Products
have announced a significant investment in the
implementation of a TMP-Bio pilot project in
Thunder Bay, Ontario. The pilot project will focus
on developing new ways to efficiently produce and
commercialize innovative bio-chemicals derived
from wood, contributing to the development of a bioeconomy in Northern Ontario, as well as elsewhere
in Canada.
The $21 million project is part of an initiative to
renew and transform the forest products industry,
building on investments made in 2012 by Resolute, the
Ontario Centre for Research and Innovation in the BioEconomy (CRIBE), and Natural Resources Canada.
This investment covers the cost of capital and R&D
and has the support of the Northern Ontario Heritage
Fund Corporation (NOHFC), CRIBE, FedNor, the
City of Thunder Bay CEDC and Natural Resources
Canada. Resolute is contributing $3.5 million and
hosting the pilot project at its Thunder Bay pulp and
paper mill.
TMP-Bio is a patented technology developed by
FPInnovations with financial support from Natural
Resources Canada’s Transformative Technologies
Program. This project comes at a very opportune
time as market interest for sustainably sourced green
bio-chemicals and bio-fuels continues to build. The
development and availability in significant quantities
of bio-sourced chemicals, such as the cellulosic sugars
and high-quality H-lignin produced by the TMP-Bio
process, is a key step in growing new market value
for the forest products sector by connecting it to the
bio-chemical supply chain.
“Northern Ontario has a wealth of innovative
thinkers, and leading researchers and this project
helps to demonstrate how their ingenuity is creating
business opportunities and growing the local economy.
By investing to capitalize on our inherent strengths,
we are helping to strengthen the local economy and
create meaningful middle-class employment here
in Thunder Bay and across the region,” said The
Honourable Patty Hajdu, Minister of Employment,
Workforce Development and Labour, and Member
of Parliament for Thunder Bay.
“The Government of Canada is proud to invest in
strategic initiatives that promote public/private sector
partnerships in support of innovation and economic
growth. Today’s announcement will help establish a
fully functioning bio-refinery plant that will speed up
the development, production, and commercialization
of green bio-chemicals derived from wood, helping
companies diversifies and create jobs,” said The
Honourable Navdeep Bains, Minister of Innovation,
Science and Economic Development and Minister
responsible for FedNor.
“Our Government values innovation and is
committed to building collaborative working
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relationships to help support the forest sector.
FPInnovations has shown leadership in transforming
the industry, promoting a culture of collaboration, and
demonstrating results by developing bio-products with
a low carbon footprint,” said The Honourable Jim
Carr, Minister of Natural Resources.
“Today’s announcement is good news for the
environment and presents an economic opportunity for
Thunder Bay and Northwestern Ontario. Our ability
to continue to transform Canada’s forest products
sector by making new products that displace fossil
fuel-intensive ones is not only going to help us fight
climate change but is also key to the future success
of our mill communities,” said Derek Nighbor, CEO,
Forest Products Association of Canada (FPAC).

Roseburg to acquire
Pembroke MDF

Oregon-based Roseburg Forest Products recently
reached an agreement in principle with Pembroke
MDF, Inc. to purchase Pembroke’s medium density
fiberboard (MDF) and molding production facilities
located in northeastern Ontario, Canada. Upon final
due diligence and Board of Director approval, the
parties expect the sale to close by April 9, 2018.
The acquisition will be Roseburg’s first international
purchase and will continue the company’s expansion
throughout North America. Roseburg is currently
building an engineered wood products plant in
Chester, S.C., and recently acquired 158,000 acres of
timberland in Virginia and North Carolina.
“The Pembroke plant and its employees present
untapped potential that can be used to better serve
existing and future customers of our innovative
and versatile MDF product line,” said Mark Avery,
Roseburg Senior Vice President of Industrial Products
and National Accounts. “It’s an exciting opportunity
for Roseburg to move into the northeastern region and
further diversify our operations and meet demand.”
Roseburg currently owns and operates an MDF
plant in Medford, Ore., which produces the company’s
Arreis, Medite, Medex, Permacore and Fibrlite
product lines. “The addition of the Pembroke MDF
plant means Roseburg customers will have access to a
broader portfolio of products from a company with a
demonstrated, long-term commitment to the industry,”
said Jim Buffington, Roseburg’s business director for
Industrial Products.
“While this deal represents an excellent strategic
opportunity for the company, it also offers Pembroke
employees and suppliers the promise of stability
and consistency provided by Roseburg’s large
manufacturing enterprise,” Roseburg president and
CEO Grady Mulbery said. “This is a win-win for
everyone involved, and we look forward to what the
future will bring.”
Continued on page 5
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Conference Highlights
Jamie McRae wins
Forests Ontario’s 2018
Ontario Wood Award

stewards through our Forestry Connects program.”
The 2018 Green Legacy Award – given annually to a
visionary corporate partner that has been instrumental
in ensuring a green legacy for future generations – was
awarded to TD Bank Group. As the official sponsor of
the Heritage Tree Program that celebrates historically
significant trees, TD Tree Bee, an interactive treeidentification website, and community tree planting
events, TD Bank is recognized for its commitment to
re-greening our communities.
Other awards given at Forests Ontario’s climate
change-themed conference included the Ontario Forestry

Association (OFA) Award – presented to individuals
for outstanding achievements in forestry education
– awarded to Steve Hounsell, Chair of the Ontario
Biodiversity Council. The Susan Wiecek Forestry
Education Award went to Kelly Durant, a teacher at
North Dundas District High School. Limberlost Forest
and Wildlife Reserve in Huntsville, Ontario, was
honoured with the Robert De Pencier Award for their
outstanding forest management practices, and Most
Valuable Planter was awarded to Anne Lennox, formerly
of Grey Sauble Conservation Authority.
Continued on page 6

STRONG!

Fifth-generation forester Jamie McRae received
the 2018 Ontario Wood Award from Scott Jackson
at Forests Ontario’s Annual Conference in Alliston,
ON. (CNW Group/Forests Ontario).
Lumberman Jamie McRae was one of several
award winners announced at Forests Ontario’s annual
conference. McRae took home the 2018 Ontario Wood
Award for his contributions to the positive promotion
of the Ontario Wood brand.
A fifth-generation forestry professional, McRae’s
family history dates back to the forestry boom of
the mid-1890s. He currently manages the McRae
Lumber Company, based out of Whitney, Ontario. In
recent years, McRae began volunteering with Forestry
Connects, a Forests Ontario program dedicated to
educating high school students about the forestry
industry via field trips.

Morbark Strong. It’s more than a slogan; it’s a way of life for us. It’s our
commitment to you that our heavy duty equipment is built to withstand
the rigors of even your toughest jobs.
All Morbark equipment is aggressive, productive and engineered to give you
the power and features you need to maximize output, minimize downtime
and enhance your profitability.
Every year, Forests Ontario brings together
landowners, forestry professionals, students,
educators and those passionate about our natural
landscapes to discuss key issues at their Annual
Conference. It was held in Alliston, Ontario, at the
Nottawasaga Inn and drew more than 300 attendees.
“Jamie McRae continues to be a very positive force
within the forestry sector,” said Rob Keen, Forests
Ontario’s CEO. “His family founded the McRae
Lumber Company in 1922, and the family lumbering
tradition extends back two generations before that.
Clearly, wood is in Jamie’s blood. Now, his expertise
sparks passion in the next generation of environmental
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equipment, parts and service needs!
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You can help reduce
greenhouse gas pollution

To help fight climate change, Ontario is encouraging
businesses, utilities, non-profit organizations, registered
charities, conservation authorities and Indigenous
organizations to develop new and innovative solutions
for reducing greenhouse gas pollution.
Chris Ballard, Minister of the Environment and
Climate Change, was joined by Parminder Sandhu,
Green Ontario Fund board chair, and Interim CEO, to
announce the launch of the GreenON Challenge.
This program will support the exploration and
development of new projects to reduce pollution,
advance the province’s low-carbon economy and meet
Ontario’s greenhouse gas reduction targets.
Projects could include, for example:
• Developing buildings that use dramatically
less energy than typical buildings due to energy
efficient designs, including high-level insulation, highperformance windows and construction materials that
prevent air leaks
• A row of houses that save energy by sharing it from
one centralized heating source
• Developing new financing mechanisms for lowcarbon technologies and processes
• Developing more energy efficient practices to

develop products, such as switching to less carbonintensive fuel, like biofuels, recovering heat, or changing
the chemical makeup of a process
• Finding transformative ways to increase the number
of home energy improvements.
Funded by proceeds from Ontario’s carbon market, the
Green Ontario Fund is making it easier for people and
businesses to choose and adopt low-carbon technologies
and processes that help reduce greenhouse gas pollution
at home and work.
Making it easier to access and adopt low-carbon
technologies and processes is part of Ontario’s plan to
create fairness and opportunity during this period of
rapid economic change.
QUICK FACTS
• Ontario is investing up to $300 million in the GreenON
Challenge, beginning in 2018-19. To apply or learn more,
visit GreenON.ca.
• Ontario-based private businesses, non-profit
organizations, registered charities, conservation
authorities, and utilities, as well as Indigenous not-forprofit organizations, are invited to submit expressions of
ideas by May 7, 2018. Selected applicants will be invited
to submit a more detailed business case.
• To be eligible, projects must be done in Ontario,
have the potential to help Ontario meet its greenhouse
gas reduction goals as part of its Climate Change
Action Plan, be completed within four years and not
receive funding from another program funded with

FORESTS
A WAY OF LIFE

proceeds from the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Account.
• The Climate Change Action Plan and carbon
market form the backbone of Ontario’s strategy to cut
greenhouse gas pollution to 15 percent below 1990 levels
by 2020, 37 percent by 2030 and 80 percent by 2050.
The government will report on the plan’s implementation
annually and review the plan at least every five years.

WorkSafeBC strategy to
reduce serious injuries in the
forestry sector

WorkSafeBC has released a new three-year plan to
help employers reduce serious injuries in the forestry
sector. The 2018-2020 Forestry High-Risk Strategy is a
renewed three-year strategy for prevention activities in
harvesting and related operations.
The serious injury rate in the forestry sector is much
higher than the average in other sectors. In 2016, the
serious injury rate in forestry was 1.2 per 100 personyears of employment, compared to 0.3 across all sectors
in B.C.
In 2016, there were 13 fatal workplace incidents
involving forestry workers (based on the classification
units that comprise the forestry high-risk strategy).
“The intent of the forestry high-risk strategy is to
implement focused and effective inspections in those
areas of the timber harvesting sector that have the most
risk to workers,” said Dan Strand, director of prevention
field services for WorkSafeBC. “Our goal with the
high-risk strategies is simple — to reduce the number
of serious injuries.”
Identified high-risk work activities typically fall into
five areas of timber harvesting:
• Manual tree falling
• Log transportation
• Cable yarding
• Mechanized harvesting
• Silviculture
In addition to the five main areas, emergency-response
planning has also been identified as a critical target area
for the forestry high-risk strategy.
Continued on page 7

ONTARIO LUMBER MANUFACTURERS AGENCY

There’s a simple way you can ensure healthy forests while
supporting the people and communities who depend on them.
Choose the Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI) Standard for your
working forest. The actions we take today determine the future of
our forests.
Learn more at sfiprogram.org.

MAINTAIN
PRODUCT EFFICIENCY
LUMBER GRADING
SUPERVISION
TRAINING & LICENSING
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sficonference.org
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Due to the continuing high injury rate in hand falling,
a dedicated inspection team will focus on employers with
high injury rates and/or poor compliance rates.
The seasonal nature of forestry work is also
incorporated into the forestry strategy. Officers in
different regions of the province will continue to have
the latitude to shift their inspection activity to reflect
seasonal work.
WorkSafeBC’s high-risk strategies identify and
target industries and employers with a high risk of
serious workplace injury and a significant contribution
to the serious-injury rate. High-risk strategies include
four industry sectors: construction, forestry, health care
and manufacturing.
More information about the forestry high-risk strategy,
including 2018 deliverables and timelines, is available
at worksafebc.com.

Beetle Damage primes Colorado
forests for Intense wildfires

Bark beetle devastation has been an ongoing issue in
Colorado’s forests for years and remains a concern into
2018. The latest Colorado State Forest Service report
says more than 200,000 acres of active infestations were
observed in high-elevation spruce-fir forests in Colorado.
Dan West, an entomologist with the service, says
drought conditions have contributed to conditions that
encourage tree-killing bark beetles to reproduce.
“When you have widespread contiguous forest that
are all in a susceptible size class, and growing dense
with reduced defenses, it just sets the stage for beetle
outbreaks like we’ve seen in the past few years,” he said.
Those outbreaks lead large swaths of dead, standing
trees, greatly increasing the chances of destructive
wildfires. In healthy forests, it takes a lot of fuel for a
fire to jump to a forest’s canopy, West said.

But “when bark beetles come through ... (fuels) are
no longer up in the canopies in those trees,” said West.
“The needles have dropped to the forest floor.”
West said problems from massive beetle outbreaks
can last for years.
“If it’s just shortly after the bark-beetle outbreak,
it’s just needles and small twigs that have dropped to
the forest floor,” said West, “but several years after the
outbreak, we see the entire tree comes down, and when
those wildfires come through, it becomes so incredibly
hot, the intensity of those fires becomes a challenge.”
While funding for clearing out the debris and brush
responsible for more intense fires has been hard to
come by, some are finding another purpose for beetlekilled trees.
Colorado has an estimated 100 saw mills throughout
the state, and nearly one-third of them use beetle-killed
trees as part of their wood supply. In Grand County, for
instance, an estimated 30,000 acres worth of beetlekilled trees were sustainably harvested in 2017.
But most of Colorado’s mills are smaller operations,
and the state lacks the capacity to fully address the needs
of forest management.
Additional highlights from the 2017 Report on the
Health of Colorado’s Forests:
• Spruce beetle was Colorado’s most widespread and
damaging forest insect pest for the sixth consecutive year.
A total of 206,000 acres with active infestations were
observed in high-elevation Engelmann spruce forests.
• Mature Douglas-fir trees continued to be attacked and
killed by Douglas-fir beetle, impacting a total of 14,000
acres in the central and southern portions of the state.
• Several programs and methods currently are being
employed to deal with these bark beetles in the hard-hit
Gunnison Basin, including the Western Bark Beetle
Program, the use of pheromone treatments to repel
beetle attacks, and use of the Good Neighbor Authority
to allow state contracting procedures for management
efforts on federal lands.

Climate adaptation needed,
B.C. auditor general says

B.C.’s adaptation plans to deal with climate change
haven’t been updated since 2010, and support for local
government efforts to prepare for wildfire and flooding
need more attention, B.C.’s auditor general says.
Auditor General Carol Bellringer’s report agrees with
previous government estimates that B.C. will not meet
its 2020 greenhouse gas emissions reduction target. It
also questions whether the more ambitious 2050 target
to reduce emissions can be met.
Bellringer emphasizes the need for adaptation to a
world-wide change that B.C. has only a small role, with
only nine percent of Canada’s human-caused emissions
of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases.
Last year’s B.C. wildfire season burned the largest
area on record, and new research highlighted the decades
of forest fire suppression that eliminated frequent small
fires that removed wood debris from the forest floor.
Local governments have sought provincial and federal
help to reduce forest fuel loads and to build up dike
networks to protect communities from flooding.
“Key climate-driven risk areas, like flooding and
wildfires, require additional attention,” Bellringer wrote.
“We found that government may not be able to manage
flood risks, given that roles and responsibilities are
spread across many agencies and levels of government,
and these organizations may not have adequate staffing
or technical capacity.”
B.C. Environment Minister George Heyman
acknowledged that B.C.’s target of reducing its emissions
to two-thirds of the 2007 level by 2020 isn’t likely to be
met. The NDP government has set a new target of 40
percent reduction by 2030.
“We are also increasing B.C.’s carbon tax by $5 per
tonne per year, beginning April 1, 2018,” Heyman said.
“The higher price on carbon will help put us on a path
to meet both the new 2030 target and the 2050 target of
80 percent below 2007 levels.”
Continued on page 12
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Throwing Caution to the Winds:
A New Optimism for Ontario’s
Forest Bioeconomy
Supplied by Dawn Lambe, Executive Director – Biomass North Development Centre
For years, Biomass North Development Centre and
its allies have been working to open Ontario’s doors
to bioenergy opportunities that support a diversified
forestry sector. In the beginning it felt like banging one’s
head against a wall just to make a dent. Last year we
began sharing a very cautious optimism with our allies
and international colleagues. This year, we’re throwing
caution to the winds and boldly stating that Ontario really
IS open for business for bioheat.
Before your eyes roll too far back, let me tell you
what we’ve seen.
10 years ago, policy makers saw biopower as one of
the technologies that could help replace its closing coal
plants. While on-farm bioenergy reaped the biomass
power incentive under Ontario’s now-defunct FIT
program, the price per kwh was insufficient to drive
forest bioenergy projects. Forest bioenergy required
more than just capital investment. Building new supply
chains, changing harvesting practices, driving new forest
management plans and wood supply arrangements all
made forest biopower projects challenging, costly, and
unattractive to investors.
And the province’s focus on renewable electricity
generation ignored the fact that biopower is not
the best bang for our bioenergy buck. Roughly 30
percent of bioenergy can be harvested as power while
approximately 60 percent remains as heat. Bioheat is
the sweet spot for bioenergy, with biopower a valuable
secondary product. The narrow focus of the FIT program
on renewable electricity left the most valuable bioenergy
unvalued: bioheat.
Another barrier to forest bioenergy projects under FIT
and even the simplest bioheat project development in
northern Ontario has been the disparity of policy between
agricultural permitting and commercial permitting for
biomass combustion. Agricultural operations are exempt
from Environmental Compliance Approvals (ECAs) for
biomass combustion. Commercial operations are not.
Until 2017, Ontario permitted biomass combustion
projects through the Interim Design and Review
Guidelines for Wood Fired Combustors - Approvals
Branch, written in 1990. This hard-copy document was
designed for combustion technologies of the 1980’s
and as a reaction to environmentally damaging beehive
burners. Over the next 25 years, combustion technology
entered the realm of cleantech solutions such as
gasification, with scrubbed emissions and particulates,
and high efficiencies. The Interim Guidelines were
never updated to reflect that, and the Environment
Compliance Approval process to bring a cleantech
biomass combustion solution online could, quite literally,
take several years: a time and cost risk that left investors
unwilling to engage. While natural gas combustion
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projects could be permitted within days, there was no
similar path for biomass combustion projects using
standardized biofuels and pre-tested equipment. That
all changed when the Ontario Ministry of Environment
and Climate Change (MOECC) connected with the
bioenergy sector, learned what Finland, Sweden and
Austria learned through trial and error, and realized that
using sustainable sourced wood biomass to displace
fossil fuels would allow Ontario to drastically reduce
GHG emissions in those regions where diesel, propane
and costly electricity were the only primary heat options.
Thanks to the MOECC’s work with industry partners,
Ontario now has new Guidelines for <3MW systems,
and a streamlined process for environmental permitting.
(https://files.ontario.ca/guideline_-_control_of_air_
emissions_small_wood-fired_combustors.pdf)
Ontario’s Modern Wood Heat Pilot is working
with a number of communities in northern Ontario
to help their residents transition from fossil fuels to
modern biomass furnaces and boilers and upgrade their
firewood appliances. There are more than 1 million
homes in Ontario that do not have access to natural gas,
including those in the MWHP pilot communities. Not
only will homeowners see significant savings on their
heating costs, we will all benefit from their significant
GHG reductions.

mean local supply chains will see an increased demand
for forest residues and unmerchantable timber. (https://
www.greenon.ca)
We are starting to see industry investing in Ontario’s
bioheat sector. Viessmann Canada, early participants in
the sector who have felt the pain of the old permitting
regime, have begun to develop capacity in the province
for what they see as a growing opportunity. Viessmann
has developed comprehensive training programs and
a Viessmann Academy state of the art demonstration/
training facility in Waterloo, to help heating professionals
prepare for Ontario’s bioheat future. (https://www.
viessmann.ca/en/company/academy.html)
The federal government has recently committed
significant funding for bioenergy through its Clean
Energy for Rural and Remote Communities: BioHeat,
Demonstration & Deployment Program. Remote and
rural communities in northern Ontario are poised to
benefit from this funding to help them transition from
fossil fuels to sustainable forest biomass. (http://www.
nrcan.gc.ca/energy/science/programs-funding/19791)
And of course, Biomass North Development
Centre, is continuing its work supporting the Ontario
forest bioeconomy. Our upcoming series of webinars
for members and non-members to build awareness,
capacity, and opportunity for forest bioenergy by
building new supply chains, developing new bioenergy
project partnerships, and connecting the sector to its
new customers.
Our upcoming Biomass North Forum 2018 will bring
together industry, government, communities and project
proponents from across Canada, to Thunder Bay, Ontario
on Oct 16-18. Delegates from each province and territory
will share their best practices for developing bioenergy
solutions. International delegates will be looking to
grow their business relationships with Canadian firms.
Innovative harvesting equipment and techniques will be
showcased that maximize harvest value through biomass
for bioenergy. B2B sessions to build new supply chains
Northern Ontario Bioeconomy Strategy framework and project development workshops for bioenergy and
Biomass North is currently implementing a Northern
harvesting modernization will ensure our forestry sector
Ontario Bioeconomy strategy which consists of four
Pillars related to demonstration projects, and two is connected to what’s coming down the pipes. (http://
Platform elements to address skills/training requirements bndc2018.biomassnorth.org)
The fundamental shifts that we’ve seen in the forest
and policy/regulatory reform.
bioeconomy in the past two years have been profound.
The province is investing cap & trade proceeds into It is (finally) being recognized as a sustainable solution
projects that reduce GHG emissions, and deep-fuel to GHG reductions through bioenergy projects. It is
switching from diesel or propane to locally sourced evolving as an economic pathway to Reconciliation,
biomass for residential or commercial heating yields with First Nations exerting jurisdiction and stewardship
deep GHG reductions. Biomass North is partnering with over new E-SFLs. It is poised to explode as regulatory
several organizations to develop biomass combustion barriers to forest bioenergy are toppled.
projects that are eligible for funding under GreenON’s
Optimistic? Yes, we are.
Challenge for Businesses and Organizations. This will
And we have good reason to be.
www.workingforest.com

OFIA AGM
celebrates 75 years
Continued from page 1

OFIA’s Forestry Advocacy Day at
Queen’s Park:

“Like our forefathers before us, we are determined
to ensure Ontario’s provincial policy supports forestry
not just for today but for generations to come. Meeting
with all 3 parties last October provided such an awesome
learning experience for everyone involved. At this event,
we planted the seed that we can do more in Ontario.
“Geographically, Ontario is three times bigger than
Finland and in 2013, Ontario harvested 80% less than
Finland. That’s lost opportunity for our communities and
our province. We encouraged all three parties to work
with our sector to grow the realistic and responsible
use of a renewable resource and to embrace and accept
forestry for what it truly is, a remarkable renewable
natural resource,” said Lim.

The Queens Park Media Day:

“With members of the Alliance in late November, we
held this event because if something is not true, we all
strongly believe you need to correct it. And that’s exactly
what we did. Working side by side with stakeholders
and rights holders, the folks that have skin in the game,
we clarified misinformation and offered constructive
recommendations and solutions.

The OFIA presented the Forest Sector Champion Award
to forestry student Mack Morgan, who has been actively
advocating for the forest sector through online media
comments, school reports and participation in OFIA’s
Habitat for Humanity build. Forest Sector Champion
Awards are given to individuals and organizations
who have demonstrated support for Ontario’s forestry
community and whose leadership has ensured Ontario’s
forest sector continues to support over 172,000 Ontario
families in every region of the province.
“Honestly, in all my days of working with Queen’s
Park as a Mayor and with OFIA, I don’t think I have ever
experienced such a powerful day with such a committed
and determined group of stakeholders and rights holders.

Happy Camper

From my members, and from the team at OFIA, thank
you,” said Lim.
“By working together in 2017, by being persistent,
we managed to have our government pause on posting
provincial policy prematurely and to acknowledge that
before moving forward on ESA policy, government
needs a better understanding of:
• The impact of climate change on habitat.
• The cumulative effects of all activity on a broad
dynamic landscape, and;
• A much better appreciation for the socioeconomic implications.”
“We are very grateful to Minister McGarry and her
team for this acknowledgment and for posting the
current proposal of a 2-year extension to the Section 55
Rules in Regulation as well as the establishment of an
independent panel.
“In closing, in these uncertain times, I am certain
that the future is forestry. Let’s ensure Ontario leads the
way,” said Lim.

Over 250 attendees participated in the OFIA’s 75th AGM
held in in Toronto February 28th

Steven Moody president of MER Forestry is a very
satisfied customer. Some might even say he’s a
“Happy Camper.”
That’s not an easy statement to make when you’re
working 3,000 kms away from your home-base which
normally for MER Forestry is central New Brunswick’s
Blackville community.
Recently, Steven Moody relocated his harvesting
operation to Ear Falls, Ontario. His John Deere 803 MH
and Log Max 6000B harvester operate a single shift,
twenty days on and ten days oﬀ rotation.“Having a
combination that works consistently day in and day
out makes the absence from home a little easier to
swallow,” Moody says.
“Since March, we have experienced no downtime to
speak of. Log Max Forestry Inc based out of Moncton,
New Brunswick are constantly staying in touch with us.
The service technicians are superb and are no more
than a phone call away. They are more than capable of
‘guiding’us through any issues that might come up.
That translates directly to dollars in my pocket.”
Moody goes on to say,“I would highly recommend the
Log Max product to anyone in the business today or
looking at getting into the business. I have no doubt
that a huge part of my success today is due to the
Log Max product and their support.”

L-R: President of MER Forestry Steven Moody, operator Edgar Morris
Eastern Canada
Ph. 506.869.2325

USA

Western Canada

Ph. 360.699.7300 Toll Free 1.800.666.4474
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WOODLOT MANAGEMENT

Creating New Value through
Innovative Forest Management:
A Perspective from Haliburton Forest
Supplied by Malcom Cecil-Cockwell, Managing Director, Haliburton Forest
Over the course of more than 50 years, Haliburton
Forest has worked to create value from the 100,000
acres of hardwood forests that it owns and manages in
central Ontario.
For example, we created value back in the 1970s by
embracing sustainable forest management and again in
the 1990s by becoming the first company in Canada to
be certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.
We have also created value since the 1950s by
offering dozens of ecotourism activities on our
property throughout the year and investing in research
partnerships that look at topics ranging from tree growth
trends to wildlife population dynamics.
With respect to the use of our wood products and
finding ways to create new value through innovative
forest management, the following are some of the most
interesting opportunities that we are currently pursuing:

(1) Produce biochar from wood fibre produced at
our sawmill. Every wood processing facility in central
Ontario dreams of adding value to the residues. We are
developing a project that will create biochar from wood
fibre. The biochar will be used to displace fossil fuel
products in the industrial manufacturing sector.
(2) Expand our split firewood operations. Due to
the focus on stand improvement, sustainable forest
management necessitates the production of large
volumes of low quality timber. Our split firewood
operations allow us to create more valuable firewood for
household consumers from low-value roundwood logs.
(3) Invest in community heating initiatives. To make
good use of even more of our low-quality timber, we
are working with our municipality and some bioenergy
development partners to build a district heating
system. This project will use wood chips produced

from low-value roundwood logs to heat 45 buildings
in Haliburton Village.
(4) Work smarter (not harder) with log sorting. Rather
than trying to process all of our logs ourselves, we are
working with other facilities to achieve maximum value
for our timber. We sort out of our veneer logs as well
as certain species that achieve premium values in the
marketplace, allowing us to focus on the logs that we
are best suited to process.
(5) Embrace conservation as part of our business
model. Our company has always focused on sustainability
and the enhancement of ecological integrity, but we are
now developing projects related to carbon offsets and
other environmental attributes. These projects require
real commitments, but in return they create value within
the forests we manage.
Continued on page 11

YOUR ELECTRIC
SOLUTIONS
PROVIDER
Many stationary operations are turning
to electric-powered machines to manage
cost of operation. When considering this
option for your site, there are several
factors you need to weigh, such as access
to a power source and the material flow
at your site. You may find the benefits of
electric products over traditional dieselpowered machines to be advantageous to
your operation.

ELECTRIC ADVANTAGE
Electric-powered equipment eliminates
the need for common maintenance costs
associated with diesel engines, such as
oil and filter replacements. In comparison
to diesel machines, the noise level on
electric powered equipment is significantly
decreased, and they do not produce as
much heat or emissions. Electric motors
can be more reliable and require less
frequent maintenance intervals.
When you make the decision that
electric-powered equipment such as a
Horizontal Grinder, Tub Grinder, Compost
Turner or a Trommel Screen is right for
you, it’s important that you have a partner
you can trust to provide this equipment
and the support to back it – a partner like
Vermeer

VERMEER HG6000E
IN-STOCK
CALL TODAY!

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS
BRAMPTON (800) 668-9065
OTTAWA (613) 298-9121
LONDON (855) 351-9866
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CALGARY (403) 216-1160
GRANDE PRAIRIE (780) 230-2000
SASKATOON( 306) 382-3249

WINNIPEG (866) 548-1866
LAVAL (800) 990-7919

‘NRDC Does Not Speak for Us’
Continued from page 1

Continued from page 10

(6) Improve and expand our retail forest products business. We already manufacture
canoeing paddles and furniture from some of our lumber. Custom products are our
specialty. We are expanding these operations in order to be a premiere manufacturer
of high-end finished products.
We believe that creating value through innovative forest management is not only
a good business strategy, but also our ethical obligation as managers. Many of the
trees that we harvest are over 100 years old – we are obligated to the trees to achieve
maximum value. Our property is well-used and well-loved by locals and tourists
alike – we are obligated to society to create valuable products in a sustainable
manner. And finally, our company employs more than 60 people and works with
dozens of contractors – we are obligated to these hardworking individuals to run a
viable enterprise.
Hand-in-hand with our partners and stakeholders in our community, we will pursue
these opportunities and many more over the coming years. While we do not expect
every opportunity to bear fruit, we are optimistic that a few will allow us to create
value. The hardwood business is a tough business but we firmly believe that it has
a bright future in central Ontario.

“My community has grown our forestry businesses over the last number of years,
and we are proud of our accomplishments as First Nations people,” said Edward
Wawia, Chief of the Red Rock Indian Band. He continued, “We know how to manage
our own lands. For others outside of our traditional areas to claim they know better
or appear to be speaking on behalf of First Nations, perpetuates an outdated and
colonialist attitude to natural resource management.”
Ontario’s existing forest management framework provides this community, and
many others like it across the province, with not only economic opportunities for
their people, but also an opportunity to share and contribute traditional ecological
knowledge (TEK)1. This knowledge has been passed down over thousands of years
and assists in shaping the future of our vast Crown forests.
The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry’s (MNRF) January 19,
2018 regulation proposal, if approved, will allow communities like Red Rock, a brief
opportunity to shape future species at risk policy and provide MNRF with a better
understanding of the impacts of climate change, cumulative impacts of all activity
on a broad, dynamic land base, and the social and economic impacts. This will be
accomplished through the formation of an independent panel, but they need time,
and 2-years will not be enough.
In a March 6, 2018 blog post NRDC states: “Ontario doubled down on a
policy that jeopardizes the future of boreal caribou and other at-risk species in the
province, gifting the logging industry two more years of exemptions under Ontario’s
Endangered Species Act (ESA). These exemptions, as we reported in January, have
severe implications for threatened boreal caribou in the province, giving industry a
near-carte blanche to degrade and destroy critical habitat.” As stated in MNRF’s
proposal, “the ministry is proposing that an independent panel be formed that will
provide advice on consideration of species at risk in Crown forest management.”
This is not an exemption from managing species at risk, but an opportunity to
develop a solution with all parties at the table.
Ontario has been recognized as having some of the best managed forests in the
world by providing for environmental values, species at risk management, and as a
large contributor to our provincial and national economies. President of FONOM and
Mayor of Kapuskasing, Al Spacek, said, “Prohibiting human activities, combined
with the suppression of natural disturbances, will be detrimental to the sustainability
of our managed Crown forests.” He continued, “Carefully planned harvesting allows
for an essential reset of forest age to maintain a continuous supply of caribou habitat.
Activists ignore the fact that as boreal forests get old and transitions into different
forest types, they become less suitable for caribou.”
President and CEO of the Ontario Forest Industries Association, Jamie Lim,
concluded by saying, “NRDC’s most recent annual report shows total revenue
of $146 million and total assets of $304 million; eclipsing the financials of many
forest companies and communities operating here in Ontario. They have no business
working against an independent process designed to provide for species at risk while
minimizing the social and economic impacts to communities and the sector.”

Forestry and Construction Equipment - Plasma Cutting Table
Industrial Machine Shop Welding Services - Generators

P.O. BOX 1480 - 1697 HWY 11 W. HEARST, ON P0L 1N0
The forest industry isn’t just about lumber and paper. Wood can also be integrated
seamlessly into products that are currently made using oil and other fossil fuels.
From car parts to children’s toys, bio-composite materials are helping reshape
the forest-based economy in Northern Ontario. By pairing forest materials with
innovation, we create a brighter future for the North. CRIBE is proud to support
bio-composite research and the commercialization of new uses for wood in Ontario.

705.362.4478
Fax: 705.362.5616
www.jeansdieselshop.com

Have an idea you’re looking to grow? Find out more at www.cribe.ca
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“We are pleased to work together with the provinces
and territories on these initiatives to promote cleaner,
more reliable energy supply in rural and remote
communities, reduce greenhouse gas emissions in
Canada’s North and create new opportunities for social
and economic development in these communities. Our
government’s green infrastructure funding will also help
to ensure that Canada is a global leader in the transition
to a greener economy,” Carr said in a news release.
The announcement is part of the government’s plan
to provide $21.9 billion over 11 years to support green
infrastructure, drive clean growth and combat climate
change, according to the release.

IN THE news
Continued from page 7

Feds looking to reduce
diesel reliance

The federal government is looking to fund projects
that will reduce reliance on diesel fuel in rural and remote
communities, most of which are Indigenous.
Minister of Natural Resources Jim Carr launched a
call for proposals for the Clean Energy for Rural and
Remote Communities Program. The program will
provide approximately $220 million in funding.

“Reducing reliance on diesel in First Nation
communities is a shared priority among Indigenous
peoples, the Government of Canada and provincial and
territorial governments. I am pleased this new funding
will be accessible to remote First Nation communities
to support them in finding more sustainable renewable
energy solutions,” Minister of Indigenous Services Jane
Philpott said in the release.

Help solve natural resource
violation cases

Ontario --The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
and Forestry is encouraging citizens to help it solve
natural resource violation cases.
They include poaching large and small game;
unlawful hunting or shooting from a roadway; fishing
out hunting out-of-season; the illegal sale of species at
risk, wildlife or animal parts; taking more fish or game
than allowed; dumping waste on Crown land; illegally
removing sand, gravel or wood from public lands; having
fires in restricted fire zones or without a permit; and
illegal activities in provincial parks and protected areas.
Many of the cases go unsolved because they occur in
remote areas with few witnesses.
The ministry is encouraging people who have
information to call its tip line at 1-877-847-7667.

New budget supports forest
sector priorities

Forest Products Association of Canada (FPAC) sees
some encouraging opportunities for Canada’s forest
products sector in the federal budget including measures
to support our transition to a low carbon economy, skills
training, and expanding trade.
In the budget tabled by Finance Minister Bill
Morneau entitled “Equality & Growth a Strong Middle
Class,” he earmarked:
Continued on page 13

Herb Shaw & Sons
Limited
Specializing in the Production of
Utility Poles and Pine Lumber

Now buying

•Red Pine Poles

KEN BELANGER
Wood Procurement
Pembroke, Ontario

613-732-9989

Cell: 613-585-3399

www.shawlumber.ca
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IN THE news
Continued from page 12

• Over $2 billion to support skills training to help
build a workforce for the future
• Commitment to protect and expand markets
• Over $3 billion for environmental initiatives to help
address climate change, support conservation and move
to a low-carbon economy
“Budget 2018 sends some positive signals that support
the forest sector’s priorities, with investments to build
capacity to address climate change, skills training to
build a workforce for the future, and supports the further
diversification of our export markets,” said FPAC CEO
Derek Nighbor. “We are ready to work with the federal
government and our community partners on the specifics to

Forest Certification Program
approved

ensure we can continue to support good-paying jobs in over
600 rural and northern communities across the country.”
“We are focused on building a skilled and highlytrained workforce for the future,” Nighbor said.
“The forest sector looks forward to working with the
Trudeau government in support of their training and
skills development agenda for Indigenous Peoples,
and women so we can secure the skilled workforce we
need for tomorrow. Having said that, beyond our skilled
workforce needs, our future success also depends on
a competitive tax regime, an efficient and predictable
regulatory framework, a reliable energy supply, and
reliable transportation infrastructure and networks to
get our products to market.”
“FPAC is ready to work with the federal government,
Indigenous communities, municipalities, and partners
across the country, so the government’s commitment
to conservation supports positive environmental and
economic outcomes for rural and northern Canada.
We encourage the federal government to continue to
support evidence-based decision making, sound science,
and local and traditional knowledge that informs and
considers the benefits and impact of conservation
decisions,” added Nighbor. “This will also complement
our efforts as we transition to a low-carbon economy by
removing 30 megatonnes (MT) of CO2 per year by 2030
and will position our sector to deliver on 13 percent of
the federal government’s commitment under the Paris
Climate Agreement.”

This past December the Eastern Ontario Model
Forest (EOMF) underwent a week-long audit to
verify sustainable forestry practices and receive forest
management certification for another five years. On
January 28, 2018, the EOMF was issued a forest
management certificate for the next five years, extending
until January 27, 2023.
The audit known as a “Forest Management
Certification Re-Assessment” is conducted every five
years and addresses all ten Principles within the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) Standard. Over this period
the EOMF Forest Certification Program will undergo at
least four annual surveillance audits to ensure continued
compliance with the Standard. The audit took place
between November 27th and December 1st on several
community forest, private forest and commercial forest
properties throughout eastern and southern Ontario.
The audit, conducted by Rainforest Alliance, evaluated
the EOMF’s systems and performance against the FCS
forest management standards and policies. “We are very
pleased to be issued a forest management certificate for
another five-year period. This is a clear indication of
the good work the forest managers, within our Forest
Certification Program, are doing to ensure their forests
are well managed now and into the future”, said Jim
Hendry, Coordinator of the Forest Certification Program
for the EOMF.”

Introducing Cat’s High Rotation
Seat with Advanced Ride
Management :
- Improves operator comfort.
- Delivers a smoother ride for the
operator virtually eliminating
the roughness of the terrain.
- New 4-point seat belt.
- Joystick steering.
- 100 degrees of seat rotation.
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new technological breakthroughs such as the one
achieved by Agrisoma, which will revolutionize air
transportation. I am especially proud to stand by their
side today, as they formalize their partnership with
Qantas Airways,” says Moreau.
How it Works
Agrisoma’s biojet fuel is made by harvesting tonnes of
Carinata crop, crushing the grain to recover the oil and
converting that oil into jet fuel using the same process
to make petroleum-derived jet fuel. The biojet fuel
that is made provides for a very significant reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions, making travel greener and
cleaner for the environment.
The Carinata seed is grown by farmers in Australia
and then gets crushed by local agricultural infrastructure.
The oil is then sent to bio-refineries for conventional
processing into jet fuel.
Qantas International CEO Alison Webster says it is
fitting the airline’s new Dreamliner 787-9 will showcase
the future of sustainable aviation.
“The Qantas Dreamliner marks an exciting new era of
innovation and travel. The aircraft is more fuel efficient
and generates fewer greenhouse emissions than similarly
sized-aircraft and today’s flight will see a further
reduction on this route,” says Webster. “The partnership
with Agrisoma marks the first step in the development of
a renewable jet fuel industry in Australia. It is a project
we are proud to be part of as we look at ways to reduce
carbon emissions across our operations.”

BIOMASS NEWS
Canadian Company powers
world’s first US-Australia bio
fuel flight

An “aviation first” for Quebec-based Agrisoma
Biosciences Inc. The company’s oilseed biojet fuel
powered the world’s first dedicated transpacific flight by
Qantas Airways between Australia and the United States.
The inaugural green fuel flight of the new Qantas
Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner left Los Angeles International
Airport on January 28, 2018, and arrived 15 hours later
in Melbourne, Australia. To power the trip, Agrisoma’s
biojet fuel replaced 10 percent of the petroleum jet fuel
needed for the flight, making a cleaner fuel blend and
reduced emissions.

“This is the beginning of something big”, says
Agrisoma CEO Steve Fabijanski. This 10 percent
represents a pivotal shift in helping airlines like Qantas
work toward a 100 percent carbon neutral growth starting
in 2021,” says Fabijanski.
Quebec’s Minister of Energy and Natural Resources
and Minister Responsible for the Plan Nord, Pierre
Moreau says the announcement clearly shows Quebec’s
leadership in the fight against climate change.
“The measures our Government is introducing
to support innovative companies, and the ingenuity
of the Québec people are paving the way for

Identifying efficient
biorefinery processes

In his dissertation, senior scientist, and M.Sc. (Eng.)
Kristian Melin of VTT Technical Research Centre of
Finland, has developed a modeling and evaluation
method for identifying which biorefinery processes
– of those being considered for development –will
use raw materials most efficiently, reduce greenhouse

gas emissions the most, or be most economical. The
method can also accelerate the development of new bioeconomic processes from laboratory to production scale.
There has been public discussion of how much and
what kind of wood raw material can be used sustainably
for biorefinery purposes in Finland. Sustainable wood
raw material is available in limited amounts and should
be used efficiently. Fuels made from wood unfit for other
processing would be more environmentally friendly than
fossil fuels but tend to have even higher production costs.
The more efficient biorefinery processes discovered
via the new method are based on separate processing of
carbohydrate and lignin components extracted from wood.
Such processes could make biorefineries more economical
and more efficient in their use of raw materials.
The study showed that integration of the biorefinery
process with a paper and pulp mill or separate plant
would be the ideal solution since this would enable the
use of superfluous heat, wood bark and lignin extracted
from the chemical cycle.
Of the processes studied, the highest energy efficiency
ratio, 72.5 percent, was achieved with the novel
hydrocarbon production process developed as part of the
dissertation work, which uses external heat. The energy
efficiency to biofuel product is a few percentage points
higher than for the typical synthetic methane production
process and around twelve percentage points higher than
for methanol production. In addition, production costs
were lower, and greenhouse gas emissions were reduced
more in the developed process.
It can traditionally take over ten years and cost tens
of millions of dollars to develop a new biorefinery
processing from laboratory to production. The number of
processes and raw material alternatives pose a challenge
during the development of new biorefinery processing
techniques. When choosing between these alternatives,
at least the production costs and environmental impacts
Continued on page 17

Red Pine • White Pine • Spruce • Balsam • White Cedar
• Environmentally Controlled Forestry Thinning
• Buyers of Standing and Felled Timber
• Forestry Management Planning • Property Tax Rebates
• Now Purchasing Logs at Roadside

684063 Sideroad 30, Holland Centre, Ontario N0H 1R0
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TRADE

New tools can help secure access to
quality forest feedstocks

As forest-origin biomass use has increased, logistics
of supply and storage become more complex and
innovative solutions are required to improve feedstock
quality for the growing bioenergy industry. The variety
of feedstocks available is quite complex, with multiple
feedstocks coming from different streams (at-the-stump,
roadside, transfer yard, mill) and accessible under
different formats (wood chips, bark, fines, tops, and
branches or low grade logs). The quality of biomass
is critical for many bioenergy processes and best
management practices (BMPs) are required to guarantee
access to quality feedstocks at any given time.
A priority in the supply chain is the need to improve
the business and policy environment for biomass and
biomass heat markets by developing better understanding
and best practices for storage of forest biomass. With that
in mind, FPInnovations has undertaken an exhaustive
work aimed at compiling field data and measuring the
financial implications of innovative storage practices
with the intent of helping the industry better understand
and manage forest feedstocks and improve financial
impact of their operations.

Best Management Practices guide

FPInnovations has recently published the Best
Management Practices Guide for Access to Quality
Forest Feedstocks, a document that assesses the
economic benefits of best management practices on
feedstock quality and process improvement for the
bioenergy sector.

types of forest-origin biomass, the guide proposes
opportunities to create value from marginal forest stands
with innovative harvesting and recovery techniques for
different conditions. It also covers items and tools that
have the potential to help improve the supply chain of

the future.
FPJoule, an FPInnovations web-based system used
to evaluate the amount of energy contained in biomass
based on its origin and moisture content, is one of
Continued on page 16
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Common drivers in the forest and bioenergy
industries are the need to demonstrate sustainable forest
management and harvesting with reduced environmental
impacts of operations. After identifying gaps in the
management of biomass quality based on different
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New tools can help
secure access
to quality forest
feedstocks
Continued from page 15

these solutions. For example, FPJoule can be used to
quantify the financial advantages of using biomass as a
fuel source compared to conventional fossil fuels. Best
management practices for storage are also outlined in the
guide for various types of biomass, with key parameters
influencing biomass quality during storage.
The document also presents cost-benefit case studies
for roundwood and bark, which will help demonstrate
benefits and net savings of good management
practices. The guide is now available free of charge via
FPInnovations’ website.

The BiOS app is intended to:
• Serve the purpose of developing the forest
bioeconomy clusters for advanced biomaterial
manufacturing in British Columbia and may support
other related government key priorities like GHG targets;

New app to calculate roadside
biomass volumes

To meet and adapt to the industry’s needs,
FPInnovations also recently announced the launch of the
BiOS app, a free, convenient, and easy-to-use tool that
can calculate roadside biomass volumes and potential
greenhouse gas (GHG) benefits in real time.

The guide and app are available by visiting https://fpinnovations.ca/ResearchProgram/forest-operations/fibresupply/pages/tools-and-resources.aspx. For more information on FPJoule, please use this link: http://fpjoule.
fpinnovations.ca/Views/Welcome.aspx.
More information about these tools can be obtained by contacting Sylvain Volpé (sylvain.volpe@fpinnovations.
ca), Senior Scientist, Fiber Supply at FPInnovations.

Digging? Contact Us.
Unplanned excavations can turn up unpleasant surprises, so don’t
take chances. If you’re planning work around TransCanada’s gas pipelines,
contact us in advance. Pipeline locators will clearly mark any potential
hazards. The service is free and can be reached 24 hours a day.
Call 1.800.400.2255 or visit www.clickbeforeyoudig.com
to request a locate.
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• Increase use of forest-origin biomass
to support the bio-economy; and
• Improve area planning and
support decision makers by having
a better understanding of the fibre
potential located in each Timber
Supply Area (TSA).
The development of this app was
a key part of a larger initiative within
the Ministry of Forests, Lands, and
Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development (FLNRORD) aiming
to develop a Geographic Information
System for the development of British
Columbia’s forest bioeconomy.
The Best Management Practices
Guide for Access to Quality Forest
Feedstocks was made possible with
financial support from the provincial Nova Scotia
Innovation Hub Initiative as well as federally from
Natural Resources Canada under the Program of Energy
Research and Development (PERD).
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should be considered, which can be difficult to evaluate
due to lack of data during the early stage.
Process alternatives explored during the early stage
may have to be chosen on the basis of insufficient
information, but the wrong choice could delay
development for years, or result in a non-optimal
process. If the wrong process is selected, changing it at
a later stage can be slow and expensive.
The new modeling and evaluation approach developed
for the dissertation has been used for the development
of new, more efficient biorefinery processing concepts.
The efficiency of the processes developed have yet to
be confirmed in large-scale trials since they are still at
the early development stage. VTT is exploring many
of the biorefinery processes studied in the dissertation,
evaluating their technical-economic viability and
sustainability in the early stages of development, while
helping customers to select the right processes.

Biotech companies among
Solutions 2030 Challenge
semi-finalists

The Ontario Centres of Excellence (OCE) has
announced the 20 semi-finalists for Ontario’s Solutions
2030 Challenge – a global call for innovators to propose
solutions to help Ontario industry reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) pollution.
The initiative is part of the broader TargetGHG
program, which is delivered by OCE on behalf of the
Ministry of Research, Innovation, and Science and the
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change.
A three-phase competition over three years, Ontario’s
Solutions 2030 Challenge is designed to identify and
accelerate the development of technologies that have
a high potential to help Ontario industry meet 2030
emissions reduction targets. The 20 teams were selected
from over 160 applicants from around the world, and
each of the semi-finalists has accepted an invitation to
pitch to an external panel.

Shepherdess Biotech – Canada

The top eight teams from Phase 1 will be invited to
participate in Phase 2 and will be awarded up to $250,000
per team to support costs related to their participation.
With up to $7 million in funding, including up to $3
million in support for the winning team to bring their
transformative technology to market, the challenge asks
teams and industry to collaborate and envision a path
forward to tackle climate change in Ontario and around
the world.
“The Solutions 2030 Challenge is an exciting and
necessary initiative. Local and international interest in
this competition is a testament to Ontario’s leadership
in the cleantech sector,” says Reza Moridi, Minister of
Research, Science, and Innovation. “The challenge’s
20 finalists are on the right course as they pitch their
technologies and work towards a sustainable, clean and
healthy environment.”
The program aims to meet emissions reduction
targets set in Ontario’s Climate Change Action Plan,
while supporting innovation and entrepreneurship in
the province, facilitating job growth and strengthening
the economy.
“Climate change is one of the world’s most pressing
issues,” says Dr. Tom Corr, president, and CEO, OCE.
“Through Ontario’s Solutions 2030 Challenge, we look
forward to working with the province to empower not
just Ontario-based innovators, but also those around the
world so that we may be able to bring forward technology
solutions that benefit our shared environment.”
The two biotech teams selected to proceed to the full
application stage of Phase 1 of the Challenge are:

The Shepherdess Biotech team is developing a
production pathway for biofuel from industrial waste.
They have partnered with Ontario start-up Pond
Technologies to convert the algae product from their
photobioreactors into usable fuels including butanol. The
team and technology are based at Ryerson University.

Japanese biomass demand to
triple by 2025

FutureMetrics projects that Japanese demand
for biomass fuels – including wood pellets, palm
kernel shells (PKS), domestic biomass, and imported
woodchips – will increase 351% from 2017 to 2025 as
Japan embraces biomass as a significant part of its energy
future. Wood pellet demand alone is projected to reach
nearly 10 million tonnes by 2025.
The projection is part of FutureMetrics’ new research
paper, the 2017 Japanese Biomass Outlook, which
presents the first comprehensive outlook for biomass
markets in Japan.
FutureMetrics’ senior economist Seth Walker spent
more than four months doing primary research and
analysis to produce the comprehensive report. The
72-page study contains 53 charts and tables as well
as five appendix tables providing details relevant to
understanding Japanese biomass demand.
Highlights of the 2017 Japanese Biomass Outlook
include:
• A breakdown of policy drivers for biomass and
renewable energy in Japan.
• Forecasts for wood pellet, PKS, domestic biomass,
and imported woodchip demand at Independent Power
Producers through 2025.
• An outlook for wood-pellet co-firing to 2025.
• Analyses of economics and pricing, including the
ability to pay for wood pellets by Japanese Independent
Power Producers under various scenarios.
• An overview of wood pellets, PKS, domestic
biomass, and imported woodchip producers, including
opportunities for expansion in major supply regions.

Marnoch Thermal Power (MTP) – Canada

Marnoch Thermal Power (MTP) is a start-up
company that has developed an advanced low-enthalpy
heat to power process technology that uses low
temperature geothermal or waste industrial heat to
generate mechanical or electrical power via a patented
process. The proposed Solutions2030 project would be
the development of a next-generation, high-pressure
prototype for industrial applications to mitigate/
eliminate the energy cost of GHG capture and storage,
and an embodiment for compression energy storage

Continued on page 18
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Monitoring energy usage, the first step in an
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to be discarded. Even today too much is used and
rejected without realizing its full recycling potential.
Building a green, sustainable economy means giving
these materials a second lease on life to produce clean
energy, as Saint-Hyacinthe is doing. Together we must
do our utmost to reduce our waste output and leave
the following generations with an economic and lower
carbon society,” said Isabelle Melançon, Minister of
Sustainable Development, the Environment and the
Fight Against Climate Change.

BIOMASS NEWS
Continued from page 17

Inauguration of
biomethanation plant in
Saint-Hyacinthe

The Minister of Sustainable Development, the
Environment and the Fight Against Climate Change,
Isabelle Melançon, accompanied by the Mayor of
Saint-Hyacinthe, Claude Corbeil, inaugurated the Saint
Hyacinthe biomethanation plant, the largest of its kind
in Canada.
Completed under phase 2 of the project work, the
new facilities in Saint-Hyacinthe will be able to process
organic material generated by local agri-food businesses,
table scraps and green waste from 25 municipalities in
the Regional Municipalities of Maskoutains and Acton,
whose population totals more than 100,000.
The waste processed in the plant will be recycled and
transformed into biomethane, a gas which can replace
fossil fuels and feed into the Énergir grid, a Quebec,
natural gas distributor. Furthermore, the biomass residue,
or compost, can be made into mulch and fertilizer for
farmland and urban green spaces, making this process
doubly green.
More than 200,000 tonnes of organic material are
processed annually in Saint-Hyacinthe. Thanks to
these facilities, the City can offer residents and local
businesses a competitive alternative to managing their
waste that respects the environment and helps maintain
quality jobs in the area.
“We are marking a major step for Saint-Hyacinthe and
its innovative biomethanation project. I am proud that the
Government of Canada invested in this project, which is
contributing to a cleaner environment and helping build
a green economy by reducing the use of fossil fuels and
greenhouse gases,” said The Honourable Amarjeet Sohi,
minister of Infrastructure and Communities.
“We must no longer view our waste as merely stuff

through a process called biomethanation, a great example
of a circular economy. Residents and local agri-food
companies bring their organic materials to the new
biomethanation facilities at the treatment plant, which is
then transformed into renewable natural gas (RNG). It is
being used by the city to power its vehicles fleet and heat
buildings. The RNG surplus is being sold to Énergir, and
the funds earned are put towards improving the services
we provide our citizens. The anticipated returns related
to the biomethanation process for 2018 are estimated
at $5.8 million. Saint-Hyacinthe is showing once again
that it is truly a leading city for innovation” said Claude
Corbeil, mayor of Saint-Hyacinthe.
The Government of Canada will invest more than
$180 billion over 12 years in public transit projects,
green infrastructure, social infrastructure, trade and
transportation routes, and Canada’s rural and northern
communities. $21.9 billion of this funding will support
green infrastructure projects, including $5 billion that
will be available for investment through the Canada
Infrastructure Bank.

New 200K-tonne pellet plant to
break ground in Quebec

“In terms of sustainable development our government
is taking effective action, and I am proud to note that
the biomethanation plant in Saint-Hyacinthe will be
a positive force in the application of our ecologically
responsible vision here in Montérégi,” added Lucie
Charlebois, minister delegate for Rehabilitation, Youth
Protection, Public Health and Healthy Lifestyle, and
minister responsible for the Montérégie Region.
“Saint-Hyacinthe is proud to be one of the first cities in
North America to begin converting its organic materials

24 hour service you can drive on!

SERCO 8500
TRAILER MOUNT

Saint-Michel-des-Saints will be home to Quebec’s
largest pellet mill. After more than four years of
development, La Granaudière will break ground in July
with production expected to begin next year.
The mill will have an annual capacity of 200,000
metric tonnes, and all production will be exported to
Europe via the Saint Lawrence River. La Granaudière
has secured a long-term off-take agreement for its
production with multinational utility ENGIE.
The plant’s shareholders include Atikamekw First
Nation (Atikamekw from Manawan) and ENGIE.
Investissement Québec is backing the project with longterm loans, and the Ministry of Forests has guaranteed
access to public forest resources in Quebec. The first
shipment of 40,000 tonnes is expected to be sent by
end of 2019.
Continued on page 19
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It’s a tough market.

Continued from page 18

FutureMetrics, Prodesa team up for
pellet projects

Prodesa and FutureMetrics are teaming up under a new partnership
agreement. Under the agreement, FutureMetrics operations expert, John
Swaan, will lead a team that trains the operators of new Prodesa pellet
plants throughout the startup and commissioning phases of the project.
Prodesa’s world-class EPC offering, and track record of successful
pellet mills designed and built in Europe, the U.S., and Asia, is well
complimented by FutureMetrics’ deep operational expertise gained
from John Swaan’s decades of experience in producing wood pellets.
FutureMetrics’ consulting services have resulted in improved operations
at newly commissioned and existing pellet mills in North and South
America, Europe, and Asia.
That knowledge will be applied to Prodesa’s state-of-the-art pellet
plants to ensure that the operators have the shortest learning curve
possible to reach safe and stable operations while producing high-quality
wood pellets.

Feds earmark $6.45M for forestry and
biomass projects in BC

Ottawa is funding six forestry and biomass projects in B.C. in an
effort to encourage innovation and diversification in forestry and support
collaboration with Indigenous communities.
Minister of Natural Resources Jim Carr made the announcement
during the B.C. Natural Resources Forum, pledging $6.45 million for
the projects.
“Technology and innovation have placed our forest sector at the
threshold of a new era. Adopting new ways of using renewable forest
materials will help ensure that Canada’s forest sector continues to play
a key role in our economy and contributes to efforts to address climate
change,” said Carr.
The recipients are:
Pacific Bioenergy Prince George Limited Partnership: $3.19
million in funding to implement a Biomass Enhancement System,
which will allow for the use of diverse sources of biomass, including
underutilized forest residuals, to produce high-quality wood pellets at
its Prince George pellet processing facility.
Structurecraft Builders Inc: $1.93 million to implement a Dowel
Laminated Timber production system at a newly constructed facility,
which will house new machinery and associated storing and handling
systems. This next-generation all-wood building product requires
no nails or glue and will help fuel the rapidly growing demand for
green construction.
The Tsay Keh Dene CHP Biomass Energy project: $25,000 to
assess the feasibility of bioenergy to reduce the reliance of the Tsay
Key Dene community on diesel fuel for heat. The community is
considering an Organic Rankin Cycle biomass plant as its technology
of choice, as this technology is able to use a variety of fuels available
to the community.
Gitxsan Development: $1.165 million to implement a series of scans
and activities to lay the foundation for the Gitxsan people to participate
in and benefit from major resource projects occurring within, and near,
their territory.
The Kwadacha First Nation will receive a total of $143,000 for
two projects: $98,000 to support a community combined heat and
power bioenergy system. Using a sustainable supply of local forest
biomass, this system will create employment, economic and social
benefits, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. $45,000 to undertake
a review and prepare a report of their experiences and lessons learned
from a successful green-energy initiative in the community that uses
local beetle-killed timber to fuel a bioenergy plant for the generation
of electricity and heat.
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